On the Minds of the SH Detailers:
Recruit Training Command and Recruiter billets are open for E5 and above SHs. Recruiters receive $450 annual clothing allowance, and Recruit Training Command offers several entitlements including $450 per month Special Duty Assignment Pay, additional annual clothing allowance of $220, opportunity to earn a Master Training Specialist certification, and up to 24 college credits (both upper and lower) towards a Bachelor's degree. Talk to you Chain of Command and Detailer TODAY!

On the Minds of the SH Detailers: p2
Commission a ship, become a "plank owner!" Breathe life into a newly commissioned ship and put that ship in service. The New Construction Pipeline will often give you access to rating schools that are not available to the rest of the Fleet. Talk to your Chain of Command and contact the SH detailers if interested and become a part of history!

On the Minds of the SH Detailers: p3
Knowing the latest NAVADMINs and instructions is vital to managing your career! Did you know...

- Your orders may direct your detachment or transfer up to six months prior to or after your current PRD in order to fill projected Fleet vacancies on-time with a fully trained and qualified relief (NAVADMIN 058/14 (+6/-6)).
- You are allowed to submit up to 15 CMS-ID applications - 5 per month. Failure to provide enough applications may result in non-volunteer assignments (NAVADMIN 226/12).
- Submissions of an Enlisted Personnel Action Request (NAVPERS 1306/7) for spouse collocation or extensions should be submitted 12 months before your PRD.
- Current SH sea/shore rotations are outlined in NAVADMIN 361/12.


Personal Message from the Lead SH Detailer

[PHOTO of SHCM]
I’m extremely proud to be your SH Lead Detailer! As part of the Pers 405 Team, we are the best in the business. Check out our Web page (http://www.public.navy.mil/bupers-npc/enlisted/detailing/surfacedeck/Pages/SHRating.aspx) to gather information and then contact us. We are committed to excellence in service to the Fleet and genuinely want you to have a positive detailing experience.

SHCM(SW) Romeo Mandal
Lead SH Detailer
Email: romeo.mandal@navy.mil
5722 Integrity Dr. Millington TN 38055
Commercial Phone: 901 874 3743/ DSN: 882-3743
Fax:  901 874 2637/ DSN 882 2637